RPP-5774 REVISION 0

ACCEPTANCE FOR BENEFICIAL USE PUMPING INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SKID "P"
INTRODUCTION
This is a final Acceptance for Beneficial Use (ABU) for Pumping and Instrumentation Control (PIC) skid "F'". PIC skid "P" is ready for pumping tank A-101. All the testing and documentation has been completed as required on the ABU checklist. This ABU covers only the readiness of the PIC skid "P". Other A-farm preparations including dilution tank fabrication, leak detection, valve pit preparation, and the Operation Control Station readiness are not part of this ABU.
PIC skid "P" is a new skid fabricated and tested at Site Fabrication Services. The skid controls the jet pump and monitors various instruments associated with the pumping operation. This monitoring includes leak detection along the waste transfer route and flammable gases in the pump pit.
DESCRIPTION OF WORK COMPLETED
ENGINEERING TASK PLAN
Engineering Task Plan (ETP) HNF-3828, revision 0 was written and issued to outline the work required for completion of the PIC skid projects. This document includes an estimated schedule for the completion of eleven PIC skids.
DESIGN CRITERIA
Functional design criteria document HNF-4481, revision 0 was prepared and issued. This document outlines the basic functional requirements for the PIC skid. The design is based upon PIC skids already in use in the field.
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
An acceptance test was performed upon completion of the fabrication of skid "P". The Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP) was provided in document RPP-5772, revision 0. The results of the testing are documented in RPP-5773, revision 0.
OPERATIONAL TESTING
Operational Test Procedure OTP-200-004, revision B-0 shall be completed for the testing of PIC skid "P". Most of the operational testing was completed in the shop under the ATP procedure, with the remaining testing completed upon set up at A-101 RPP-5774 REVISION 0 2.5 DESIGN DRAWINGS Skid drawings have been released under ECN 657797. Supplemental ECN 648538 and change ECN's 658820 and 658841 modify skid " P for installation of a Combustible Gas Monitor instrument to replace the FGM. Supplemental ECN 658824 changes the skid wiring for connection to the A/AX/AN farm leak detection systems.
INSPECTIONS
A pressure vessel inspection was performed on the air compressor and pressurized water tanks. This inspection verified proper ASME rated tanks and proper relief valves installation. Reference test report RPP-5773 for copy of inspection reports.
A National Electrical Code (NEC) inspection was performed on the electrical power equipment and wiring on the skid. A blue inspection sticker was placed on the inside of the door of the distribution panel indicating a satisfactory inspection. Reference test report RPP-5773 for copy of inspection report.
Material inspections are performed by Quality Assurance at receipt inspection against inspection plans prepared by CHG Quality Assurance. CGI dedication was performed on the leak detection relays at the fabrication shop and witnessed by Quality Assurance.
SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
Programs were written and installed on the PIC skid for the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and the Data Table Access Module (DTAM). These programs were based upon the existing programs installed in the PIC skid "N". For skid "P", these programs will be documented in RPP-5775, revision 0, PLUDTAM SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR PUMPING AND INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL SKID "P ".
2.8 TRAINING PIC skid "P" is similar to PIC skids "K', "L", "M', and " N . Information for PIC skid "K' has been forwarded to the training department for incorporation into the continuing training program. No special training sessions will be required for the operators prior to startup of PIC skid "P" at A-101 since it is very similar to PIC skid "K'. No special training is required for maintenance. The same type instruments and controls are used on the new skid as on skid " K . 
SPARE PARTS
The spare parts list has been updated to include parts for the new skid. This is documented in support document WP-4853, revision 0. Spare parts stocking has not been completed.
VENDOR INFORMATION
Vendor information for the components on the new skid has been assembled and added to the existing Certified Vendor Information (CVI) file as supplement 1. The vendor file updated was VI 22726.
